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Abstract—This paper gives an overview of how an OWL
ontology has been created to represent template knowledge models
defined in CML that are provided by CommonKADS.
CommonKADS is a mature knowledge engineering methodology
which proposes the use of template knowledge model for knowledge
modelling. The aim of developing this ontology is to present the
template knowledge model in a knowledge representation language
that can be easily understood and shared in the knowledge
engineering community. Hence OWL is used as it has become a
standard for ontology and also it already has user friendly tools for
viewing and editing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE area of KBS development has matured over the years.
It started with first-generation expert systems with a
single flat knowledge base and general reasoning engine,
typically built in a rapid-prototyping approach [1]. It was
essentially based on the process of knowledge transfer [2].
Maintenance of such systems was very difficult. Hence the
approach changed to a methodological approach which was
similar to that of software engineering with knowledge as its
main focus. Knowledge Engineering is no longer simply a
means of mining the knowledge from the expert. It now
encompasses methods and techniques for knowledge
acquisition, modelling, representation and use of knowledge
[3]. Several methodologies and frameworks have been
developed over years e.g. CommonKADS [3], Protégé[4],
MIKE [5], and MOKA[6].
CommonKADS [3] is one of the most mature second
generation knowledge engineering methodologies. KBS
development is based on the construction of a number of
separate models that capture the desired features of the system
and its environment. It has knowledge modelling as one of its
main activity. The knowledge modelling activity consists of a
selection and refinement of available model templates. CML,
a frame-based language [7], is used for building the
knowledge models. The template knowledge models also are
defined using CML also.
One of the main criticisms associated with existing
knowledge engineering methodology is its steep learning

curve due to complexities associated with the methodology
and the language used for knowledge representation. In an
attempt to help in decrease complexity associated with
knowledge representation language we propose the use of
OWL[8] instead of CML for the template knowledge model.
OWL has become the standard language for ontologies and is
understood by many in the knowledge engineering
community. Ontologies are used by all methodologies for
representing the domain knowledge. Some methodologies and
development environment e.g. Protégé and IBROW[9] use
ontology to represent the reasoning component from a generic
perspective which can then be used each time a knowledge
model needs to be developed. Protégé e.g. has a library of
PSM developed in UPML[10].
CommonKADS used ontologies only for the representation
of the domain knowledge. We create an ontology that will
contain template models proposed by CommonKADS so that
can be easily shared and used and this work explains how the
ontology was created. It first gives an overview of knowledge
modelling in CommonKADS, followed by an overview of
OWL. The ontology is then explained.
II. KNOWLEDGE MODELLING IN COMMONKADS
A. Knowledge Model
In CommonKADS the knowledge model has three parts:
domain knowledge, task knowledge and inference knowledge.
Domain Knowledge
The domain knowledge specifies the domain specific
knowledge and the information types that are needed in the
application. It is basically a description of the knowledge that
will be found in the system. The description can be
categorized into two major groups: 1) domain schemas and 2)
the knowledge base. The domain schema is a schematic
description of the domain-specific knowledge and information
through a number of type definitions. From a software
engineering point of view the domain schema resembles the
data model. The domain schema uses a set of modelling
construct for domain knowledge specifications. There are
three main modelling constructs are: CONCEPTS,
RELATION and RULE TYPE. The knowledge base is the
instantiation of the domain schema.
o

Inference Knowledge
The inference knowledge describes how domain knowledge
can be used to carry out reasoning process. The inference
o
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knowledge is the inferences which describe the lowest level of
functional decomposition. It consists of the knowledge roles
needed for the inference and a small specification about the
inference. The knowledge roles describe the input and the
output. Another component of the inference knowledge are
the transfer functions which describe the function that
Task Knowledge
The task knowledge describes the goals that need to be
achieved by the system and the strategies that will be used to
achieve them. It consists of the task which defines the
complex reasoning function and the task methods which
describe how the task is realised through the decomposition
into other subfunctions e.g. subtasks or inference or a transfer
function. It also defines a control structure which describes in
what order the subfunctions need to be carried out.
Open Science Index, Computer and Information Engineering Vol:3, No:4, 2009 publications.waset.org/7602/pdf

o

B. Template Knowledge Model
CommonKADS supports the partial reuse of knowledge
models to support the knowledge modelling process. As
compared to software engineering, knowledge intensive task
are limited and can be categorised as shown in Fig. 1.
Knowledge engineer can use these templates to build a system
with respect to the task that need to be accomplished instead
of starting everything from scratch. The advantages of reuse
are as follows:
• It prevents from "re-inventing the wheel"
• It is cost/time efficient
• It decreases complexity
• It provides for quality-assurance
Hence a catalogue of task templates is provided for the
above tasks. The task templates consist of the task definition
and the task methods. They are reusable combination of model
elements that have an inference structure, a typical control
structure and a typical domain schema from task point-ofview.
knowledge intensive tasks

analytic tasks

classification

synthetic tasks

prediction

planning
design

assessment

modelling
monitoring

diagnosis

assignment
scheduling

Fig. 1 Hierarchy of knowledge-intensive task types on the type of
problem being solved
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III. AN ONTOLOGY FOR TEMPLATE KNOWLEDGE MODELS
Ontology is a term borrowed from philosophy where
ontology means a doctrine about existence in which general
foundations, principles of existence, its structure and laws are
studied. Gruber [11] defines ‘ontology’ as ‘a formal, explicit
specification of a shared conceptualization’, and definitions in
Gruberian spirit have been and still are accepted by most
ontological engineers. This definition is based on the idea of
conceptualization i.e. a simplified version of the real world
that we want to represent. They provide a shared and common
understanding of a domain that can be communicated across
people and application systems. ‘Conceptualisation’ refers to
the understanding of concepts and relationships that may
exists or do exist between them. A representation of a shared
knowledge in a specific domain that has been commonly
agreed to refers to the ‘specification’ of conceptualisation [9].
An ontology should be: 1) representing knowledge specific to
a domain, 2) shared, 3) used.
Our aim is thus to build an ontology of the template
knowledge models so that it can be shared throughout the
knowledge engineering community. However instead of using
CML or UPML for knowledge representation we use OWL.
OWL is a Semantic Web [13] Language for the following
reasons:
1. It provides more features than frame based knowledge
representation languages. OWL has more expressive power
as compared to frame based languages. It provides for a series
of OWL primitives and allows constraints checking. Also
rules can be represented in an OWL document using SWRL.
2. It is the standard language for knowledge representation.
OWL has been adopted by many as the language for
ontologies. Hence is understood by many knowledge
engineers and domain expert.
3. User-friendly tools are available for the creation and
manipulation of the OWL documents. Protégé 2000[14] has
proved to be a very mature and easy to use ontology editor.
This tool will be used in our framework to cater for the
manual changes that need to be made to the generate
knowledge models.
The OWL classes, instances and
properties can be viewed and modified so as the rules using
the SWRL tab.
4. APIs are available for the manipulations of the OWL
documents. The Jena API can be used to extract or created
classes and properties. Hence once the ontology of the
template knowledge models have been created, the template
required for a specific task can be extracted for generation of a
knowledge model.
Due to these advantages we make use of Semantic Web
Technologies for representing the knowledge model. We also
believe that defining the ontology in this format will enable us
to develop an easy mechanism for the automatic generation of
the knowledge model since an OWL file is basically an RDF
document. They can be manipulated using Jena API. Thus the
template knowledge model ontology, domain ontologies and
the application knowledge model are all defined in OWL.
OWL Web Ontology Language is a language for defining
Web ontologies. OWL is mainly based on OIL and
DAML+OIL[15], therefore the main features of OWL are
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very similar to the languages introduced above. OWL
document consists of three main components:
• Sequence of axioms and facts plus reference to other
ontologies
• Axioms used to associate class and property IDs with
either partial or complete specifications of their
characteristics and to give other logical information
about classes and properties
• Fact which state information about particular
individuals in the form of a class that the individual
belongs to plus properties and values
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It is these components that are used to create an ontology.
In the next section we explain the different classes, properties
and instances that we created to represent the template
knowledge models defined by CommonKADS.
IV. REPRESENTING THE TEMPLATE KNOWLEDGE IN OWL
A. Representing task knowledge
Each knowledge intensive task as per CommonKADS
catalogue is represented as subclass of the main class task as
shown in Fig. 2. The subclasses of the main class “task” are:
assessment ⊆ task , diagnosis ⊆ task , classification ⊆ task,
monitoring ⊆ task, prediction ⊆ task, design ⊆ task,
modelling ⊆ task, planning ⊆ task, scheduling ⊆ task,
assignment ⊆ task
We chose to create it as a subclass rather than an instance as
it becomes easier to extract related classes and properties with
respect to this task from the template knowledge model
ontology.Subtasks of the knowledge intensive task are then
instances of the subclass created. E.g. for the knowledge
intensive task “assessment” a subclass “assessment” is
created which has as instance “abstract_case” and
“match_case” which are the subtask of the task
“assessment”.

The same applies for all other components of the
knowledge model except for inferences e.g. to represent task
methods we have a class “task_method” which has a subclass
“assessment_method” to represent the task method for the
task “assessment” and instances “abstact_method” and
“match_method”. The different subclasses of the main class
“task_method” are as follows:
assessment_method ⊆ task_method , diagnosis_method ⊆
task_method , classification_method ⊆ task_method ,
monitoring_method ⊆ task_method , prediction_method ⊆
task_method , design ⊆ task_method , modelling_method ⊆
task_method , planning_method ⊆ task_method ,
scheduling_method ⊆ task_method , assignment_method ⊆
task_method
Subclasses of the main classes “control_structure” and
“statement” are as follows:
assessment_cs ⊆ control_structure , diagnosis_cs ⊆
control_structure , classification_cs ⊆ control_structure,
monitoring_cs ⊆ control_structure, prediction_cs ⊆
control_structure,
design_cs ⊆ control_structure,
modelling_cs ⊆ control_structure,
planning_cs ⊆
control_structure, scheduling_cs ⊆ control_structure,
assignment_cs ⊆ control_structure
assessment_statement ⊆ statement , diagnosis_statement ⊆
statement,
classification_statement
⊆statement,
monitoring_statement ⊆ statement, prediction_statement ⊆
statement,
design_statement
⊆
statement,
modelling_statement ⊆statement, planning_statement ⊆
statement,
scheduling_statement
⊆
statement,
assignment_statement ⊆ statement
Fig. 3 gives a snapshot of the classes and the instances of
the class “assessment” which is the subclass of the class
“task”, as seen in Protégé 2000. The two instances are
“abstract_case” and “match_case”.
Table I gives the
properties defined for the classes and some instances created
for each class used to represent the task knowledge.

Fig. 2 Task Knowledge represented in UML
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Fig. 3 Template knowledge model in Protégé 2000

Class
task

a

TABLE I
PROPERTIES AND INSTANCES OF CLASSES REPRESENTING THE TASK KNOWLEDGE
Properties
Instances
e.g. instances of class “assessment” :
goal (DP)a
has_input_role(OP) a
•
abstract_case
has_output_role(OP)
•
match_case
has_task_method(OP)

task_method

has_inference(OP)
has_control_structure (OP)
has_intermediate_role (OP)

e.g. instances of class “assessment_method”
:
•
abstract_case_method
•
match_case_method

control_structure

has_statement(OP)

e.g. instances of class “assessment_cs” :
•
abstract_cs
•
match_cs

statement

has_action(DP)
has_statement_order (OP)
has_condition_inference(OP)
has_control_condition(OP)
has_action_inference(OP)
has_control_structure(OP)
has_control_loop(OP)

e.g. instances of class “abstract”
abstracted_case
•
assessment_statement1

DP= Datatype Property OP = Object Property

B. Representing the Inference Knowledge
The class “inference” has as subclasses the different
inferences that are found in the catalogue provided by
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CommonKADS (Fig. 4). The subclasses are defined based on
general inferences and not on the task several task methods
can call inferences bearing the same name e.g. the inference
“select” is called in the task method for “assessment” and
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“diagnosis”. Therefore in our ontology representing the
template knowledge model, we will have class “select” which
is a subclass of the class “inference” which has two instances
one instance is for the task “assessment” called
“assessment_select” and the second for the task “diagnosis”
called “diagnosis_select”. The same applies for other
inferences which are called in different task methods e.g.
inference “specify”. Table II contains the properties for each
class as well as some examples of instances which have been
created.

Fig. 5 Domain Knowledge Represented in UML

Fig. 4 Inference Knowledge Represented in UML

assessment_concepts ⊆ concepts , diagnosis_ concepts ⊆
concepts, classification_ concepts ⊆ concepts, monitoring_
concepts ⊆ concepts, prediction_ concepts ⊆ concepts,
design_ concepts ⊆ concepts, modelling_ concepts ⊆
concepts, planning_ concepts ⊆ concepts, scheduling_
concepts ⊆ concepts, assignment_ concepts ⊆ concepts

Subclasses for the classes “inference”, “role” and
“statement” are as follows:
abstract ⊆ inference , cover ⊆inference, evaluate
⊆inference, generate ⊆inference, match ⊆inference,
design ⊆inference, select ⊆inference, specify ⊆inference,
verify ⊆inference
TABLE II:
PROPERTIES AND INSTANCES OF CLASSES REPRESENTING THE
INFERENCE KNOWLEDGE
Class
Properties
Instances
Inference
has_input_role(OP) a
e.g. instances of class
has_output_role(OP)
“abstract” :
has_static_role(OP)
assessment_abstract
specifications(DP) a
Role

a

type (OP)
domain_mapping(OP)

e.g. of instances of the
class
•
casedescription
•
decision
DP = Datatype Property OP = Object Property

assessment_rule_type ⊆ rule_type , diagnosis_rule_type⊆
rule_type,
classification_rule_type
⊆
rule_type,
monitoring_rule_type ⊆ rule_type, prediction_rule_type ⊆
rule_type,
design_rule_type
⊆
rule_type,
modelling_rule_type ⊆ rule_type, planning_rule_type ⊆
rule_type,
scheduling_rule_type
⊆
rule_type,
assignment_rule_type ⊆ rule_type
assessment_relations ⊆ relations , diagnosis_relations⊆
relations
,
classification_relations
⊆relations,
monitoring_relations ⊆ relations, prediction_relations ⊆
relations
,
design_relations
⊆
relations
,
modelling_relations ⊆ relations , planning_relations ⊆
relations
,
scheduling_relations
⊆ relations ,
assignment_relations ⊆ relations
Table III contains the properties for each class as well as
some examples of instances which have been created.
TABLE III
PROPERTIES AND INSTANCES OF CLASSES REPRESENTING THE DOMAIN
KNOWLEDGE
Class
Properties
Instance
concepts
specification (DP) a
instances
of
class
“assessment_concepts” :
• case_criterion
• case_decision

role,
assessment_role ⊆ role , diagnosis_role⊆
classification_role
⊆role,
monitoring_role
⊆role,
prediction_role ⊆ role, design_role ⊆ role, modelling_role
⊆role, planning_role ⊆ role , scheduling_role ⊆ role,
assignment_role ⊆ role
C. Representing Domain Knowledge
Fig. 5 shows the different classes used to represent the
domain knowledge. Subclasses for the classes “concepts”,
“rule_type” and “relations” are as follows:

a
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rule_type

specification (DP)
has_concept1 (OP) a
has_concept2(OP)

e.g. instances of class
“assessment_relation” :
application

relations

specification (DP)

e.g. instances of class “”:
•
abstraction_rules
•
decision_rules
•
requirement_rules

DP = Datatype Property OP = Object Property
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V. FUTURE WORKS
The main difficulty faced during the creation of the
ontology was the representation of the control structure. We
introduced a new concept called statement to represent each
statement in the control structure. It contains all the
constructs defined by CommonKADS that can be found in a
control structure. They are represented as the properties of the
concept. Each statement is of the control structure is
represented as an instance of the class concept. Up to now we
have seen this as the best solution. As future work we shall
continue our investigation on how to best represent the
control structure. We have not opted for OWL-S because we
want all our templates to be represented in only one OWL
document. The main reason behind this is also because we
want to use this ontology for the semi automatic generation of
knowledge models. Research in the automatic generation of
knowledge model can help to bring in solutions to issues
related to the knowledge modelling process. Therefore in
view to 1) decrease learning and development overheads, 2)
standardise knowledge modelling process, 3) implement
reuse, 4) link knowledge model phase to implementation
phase, we have conceptualised a framework for semiautomatic of knowledge model. Though we would have like
to provide for full automation, we are of the opinion that full
automation is not feasible since interactions with knowledge
engineers/domain experts are necessary. We use OWL and
SWRL in our framework to build our knowledge model so
that it can be represented in an easy format which can be
understood not only by knowledge engineers having expertise
in AI but also by domain experts also. This in turn can help
decrease the communication gap between these two experts,
which is one of the reasons for knowledge acquisition
bottlenecks. The components of the knowledge model are
generated from the the ontology for template knowledge
models proposed that we have created. The generic
application knowledge model is then adapted to the domain of
application based on the domain ontologies which are in
OWL and rules that are input by the knowledge engineer.
The relevant concepts and properties are extracted based on
the knowledge about the domain schema in the generic
application knowledge model. As for the rules, they are input
as “if-then” statements, which are automatically converted
into SWRL and added to the adapted knowledge model. Also
the framework will allow the mapping of the knowledge
models on Java classes, which will act as a bridge between
the modelling stage and implementation stage, hence
providing for smooth transition between these two stages.
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